Please share with squad members.

Everyone,

As Joe Biden is declared the victor in the 2020 Presidential Campaign, chatter from the far-right indicates the belief the election was stolen from President Trump. Please keep your head on a swivel, as the following are some of the activities and ideas being shared according to SITE Intelligence Group, which is monitoring social media and Deep Web content closely.

1. **Death threats:** Militia groups are espousing increasingly violent rhetoric, expressing a new level of escalation by declaring, "The fight is now." On a popular militia forum, users called to execute Biden, Democrats, tech company employees, journalists, and other "rats." QAnon and Neo-Nazi groups are using the election results to issue additional calls for action aligned with their specific ideologies.

2. **Nationwide rallies:** Waves of "#StopTheSteal" and similar hash-tag events are being organized across the country as various voter fraud theories gain momentum among Trump supporters. As these materialize, counter-protests and violence will likely ensue.

3. **Amplifying misinformation:** Evidence of voter fraud -- preliminary, unverified, or already proven false -- is being widely disseminated within far-right channels, aggravating already heightened tensions across the country, with the directive to share aggressively with "family and friends."

As the nation remains in flux and strongly divided, please stay focused and safe.

Take care,

Becca
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